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Overview

• Lloyd's Insurance Co. S.A. (Lloyd's Brussels) is a newly established Belgian subsidiary of the U.K.-based specialist insurance market Society of Lloyd's (Lloyd's). It was created to ensure Lloyd's can continue to provide cover to its EU-based customers after the U.K. leaves the EU.

• We assess Lloyd's Brussels as a core subsidiary of Lloyd's, based on the sizable revenue and profits it will generate for the overall group and the high level of reinsurance support it will receive from Lloyd's.

• We are assigning a rating of 'A+' to Lloyd's Brussels, equalized with the rating on its parent to reflect its status as a core subsidiary.

• The negative outlook is in line with our outlook on Lloyd's.

Rating Action


Rationale

Lloyd's Brussels has been incorporated to allow Lloyd's to continue to serve its EU-based customers following the U.K.'s exit from the EU. Lloyd's Brussels has been authorized by the National Bank of Belgium, and Lloyd's will start writing business through the subsidiary from January 2019. Lloyd's expects the subsidiary to write approximately €2 billion of gross written premium once fully operational. This would make up approximately 6% of the Lloyd's group's gross written premium in 2017 (using current exchange rates). The subsidiary will benefit from a 100% reinsurance agreement with Lloyd's, whereby the risk will flow back to the Lloyd's market. Due to the materiality of the subsidiary and the reinsurance support, we assess the Brussels entity as core to the Lloyd's group. We therefore equalize our rating on Lloyd's Brussels with the 'A+' rating on the Lloyd's market.

As a Belgium-domiciled insurance company, Lloyd's Brussels will be regulated under the EU's Solvency II framework. We expect that Lloyd's Brussels will
hold levels of capital comfortably in excess of its solvency capital requirement (SCR), with a target coverage level of 125% of its SCR. Due to the reinsurance cover from Lloyd's, we expect Lloyd's Brussels' solvency ratio to be less volatile than that of the group. Lloyd's itself reported an SCR of 144% at year-end 2017.

Outlook

The negative outlook on Lloyd's Brussels mirrors that on Lloyd's. As long as we continue to view it as a core subsidiary, the rating on Lloyd's Brussels will move in lockstep with the group.

Upside scenario

We could revise our outlook to stable if the market manages to remain attractive to its members and restores its capital position to the 'AAA' level in our model through strong earnings in 2018-2019.

Downside scenario

We could lower our ratings by one notch if Lloyd's is not able to restore its capital position to the 'AAA' level in our model in 2018-2019 through either further major losses or weaker earnings.
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